Picture books
- **Cece Loves Science** by Derting (series)
- **Human Computer: Mary Jackson, Engineer** by Diehn
- **Queen of Physics** by Robeson
- **If You Had Your Birthday Party on the Moon** by Lapin
- **The Boy Who Invented the Popsicle** by Renaud

Beginning Chapter Books
- **Fly to the Rescue** by Bryant
- **Mission Science Club** by Qualey

Chapter books
- **We Dream of Space** by Kelly

Graphic Novels
- **Science Comics** (series)

Non-fiction
- **Music: The Sound of Science** by Albertson
- **Awesome Science Experiments for Kids** by Chatterton (series)
- **365 Simple Science Experiments with Everyday Materials** by Churchill
- **Science Experiments You Can Eat** by Cobb
- **Magic School Bus** by Cole (series)
- **Women in Science: 50 Fearless Women Who Changed the World** by Ignotofsky
- **Curious Jane: Science + Design + Engineering for Curious Girls** by Jane (series)
- **The 101 Coolest Simple Science Experiments** by Miller
- **Science is Magic** by Mould

We have LOTS more great non-fiction books about all the science topics—plants, animals, medicine, health, technology, chemistry, physics, earth science, experiments, dinosaurs, scientists; you can look these topics up in the catalog too!

To view a list of these titles in our catalog, click [here](#)